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It used to be so simple: If we saw a job with more money, we 
grabbed it. Now, it's all about trade-offs. 
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Bill And Sara knew what they wanted, with an ambition they took no 
pains to hide. They were college friends of mine who joined little 
Florida newspapers in 1980, right after graduation. But they had no 
intention of staying put for very long. 

Less than a year later, they showed up on my doorstep in Brooklyn, N.Y., wearing beach clothes 
on a chilly day and needing a place to stay. They had lined up job interviews in the Big Apple 
with more prestige, more responsibility -- and lots more money. Goodbye, flip-flops. Hello, 
Brooks Brothers! 

Back then, job-hopping was the obvious ticket to success 
-- and happiness. The goal was clear and simple: a bigger 
paycheck. More money proved you were on the right 
track. 

Now it's a little more complicated. 

Unreliable Guideposts 

Lots of us still go job prospecting every now and then. Sometimes we even make the leap to 
something new. But there's a lot more agonizing over which switches make sense -- and which 
ones ultimately just aren't wise. As we get further along in life, the size of the next pay stub isn't 
nearly as reliable a guidepost as it used to be. 

For one thing, we're a lot shrewder in spotting the hidden ugly side of some high-paying positions. 
Some jobs, for instance, sound alluring, until you take a hard look at the travel involved. Oversee 
a bigger territory -- and your Thursday evening routine is likely to involve a barstool, a Personal 
Pizza and the Denver airport. 

We also ponder whether our new colleagues and bosses will pass the "good people" test. No 
matter how fancy the title or how big the paycheck, we soon learn that it isn't worth joining an 
organization full of jerks, morons or crooks. In recent years, I've seen two friends shake hands on 
high-paying job switches and then back out within a matter of days because they suddenly 
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realized there was something toxic about the new workplace. 

In other cases, money doesn't define our ambitions as much. Extra cash is nice, but as we enter our 
40s and 50s, intangibles like autonomy and personal expression start making a bigger difference, 
too. I've turned down a couple of high-paying offers to write books because the editors in charge 
seemed too controlling, with strategic visions that just didn't make sense to me. Instead, it was a 
lower-paying offer that brought the most freedom and fulfillment. 

In fact, sorting out such trade-offs becomes the defining struggle of midcareer life. We have 
grown used to the chase for success, and sometimes it can be hard to step off that track. We also 
hate to retrench so much that upstarts and plodders overtake us. Yet we have families and hobbies 
that clamor for time, too. None of us wants to job hop our way to ruin, becoming the pitiable 
workaholic with the busted marriage and the empty mansion. 

Then Again... 

Of course, some high-paying jobs really do turn out to be passports to a better life. One of the 
happiest people I know is a former Wall Street salesman who quit his job in the mid-1990s to set 
up his own investment fund. He is making easily five times what he did before. That has 
translated into lots of wonderful toys as well as a chance to become a major civic leader. 

Equally important, the everyday pace of work has become cheerier, too. Those 6:40 a.m. flights to 
see clients are just distant memories; in his new job, people travel to see him instead. He now gets 
to choose his office team and decide whether to work in jeans, chinos or a suit. If something 
annoys him, he doesn't need anyone else's permission to change it. 

For most of us, such wonderful alignments of money and freedom never quite happen. In 
professions that charge by the project -- such as advertising, law, accounting or medicine -- the 
highest-paying opportunities are likely to gouge deepest into people's hopes of enjoying a 
balanced life. 

I see this with physician friends all the time. Doctors in solo practice can earn the most, but they 
risk being run ragged by on-call hours that never stop. By joining big group practices, they gain 
help with evening and weekend coverage. Yet they surrender some income and autonomy in 
return, and that's never easy to do. 

Up and Away 

The gutsiest people simply walk away from career tracks they don't like, sacrificing pay if 
necessary for a new job that connects with their greatest passions. My wife and I met one of those 
people this summer when we went ballooning in Utah. Our adventure leader, Will, turned out to 
be a former photocopier salesman -- and by his account, a pretty successful one. 

Success, however, came at a moral price. "I learned all the tricks," Will told us. "I knew how to 
walk into an office and jam up the paper in their existing copier. Then I would tell them that their 
copier was broken and would keep breaking. I got a lot of sales that way. And I hated it." 

I didn't have the nerve to ask Will what his new line of work pays, but it can't be nearly as good. 
His gross annual income from 100 days of ballooning is about $100,000. Against that, he has 
expenses for fuel, supplies, assistants' labor, drive time, marketing and insurance. I would be 
surprised if he nets more than $40,000 a year. 
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All the same, there was no forgetting his ebullient grin as we got airborne. Ballooning was his 
greatest joy. If he could scratch out even a modest income doing what he loved, that was perfect. 

Now, Will also had a financial advantage many of us don't have: He was a single man with no 
children. He could enjoy his new career without worrying about tuition or feeding and clothing an 
entire family, week after week. 

Most of us don't enjoy that much freedom. To some extent, we can pick jobs we like and eschew 
ones we don't if the pay gap is modest. But as much as we may enjoy an occasional balloon ride, 
we aren't throwing away our laptops and our business cards so we can buy propane, wicker 
baskets and rainbow-colored canopies. 

In 2002, I watched two ambitious executives in their early 50s -- both idled during the tech slump 
-- wrestle with all these issues during their own job hunts. One of them wanted to get back to 
work fast, proving to the world that he was still CEO material. He got a job quickly, but it turned 
out to be a quagmire. The other took his time. He turned down a lot of opportunities that paid well 
but didn't pass his nonfinancial tests. And when he finally accepted a new job, it turned out to be 
an ideal blend of prestige, opportunity and excitement. 

Strikingly, even my old go-getter friends from Florida have widened their horizons, too. After 
they went their separate ways, Bill job hopped all through the 1990s. He soared up some 
organization charts; he also made some missteps. Now he chooses jobs more carefully. Sara opted 
for stability, picking one steady employer and settling into a Sunbelt community that she loves. 

Bill lasted longer in the nonstop sprint for traditional success. But I think Sara figured out faster 
how to put all the pieces together and enjoy a happy life. 

--Mr. Anders is a Wall Street Journal news editor based in Palo Alto, Calif.
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